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1. Introduction

Departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) is one of 

main limiting phenomena in the safety of a nuclear 

reactor. For the prediction of critical heat flux at DNB, 

several mechanistic models have been suggested. Well-

known mechanistic models include hydrodynamic 

instability, macrolayer dryout, hot/dry spot, and 

interfacial lift-off model [1]. These mechanistic models 

were verified or abandoned through advanced 

measurement techniques.  

Among the techniques, total reflection technique 

enabled observation of dry patch behaviors under pool 

and flow boiling. At high heat flux, a coalesced massive 

bubble is generated with its dry patch below. When the 

bubble departs from the boiling surface, it leaves its 

bottom remnant part. As a result, the residual dry patch 

under the remnant bubble expands again, leading to 

DNB [2-4]. Another technique, i.e. thermal observation 

on the dry patch using an infrared (IR) camera, was 

utilized as well [5]. From it, the heat flux profile as 

function of superheat was obtained and used to prove 

the continuum percolation model for boiling crisis [6]. 

In our research, we examined the phenomenon of DNB 

using aforementioned techniques under different flow 

rates 

2. Methods and Results

2.1 Experiment Loop Setup 

We set up a water flow loop under atmospheric 

pressure (Fig. 1). The loop includes a rectangular test 

section comprised of an ITO (Indium tin oxide) heater 

coated on a sapphire substrate. The cross sectional size 

of the flow channel was 1.5 cm by 1.5 cm and the ITO 

heater was 1 cm wide and 12 cm long. The long length 

of the ITO heater enabled development of coagulated 

bubbles upstream of the DNB location.  

To observe the boiling surface, two high-speed 

cameras and one IR camera were installed with lighting 

systems (Fig. 2). One high-speed camera recorded the 

side view of the channel focusing on the bubble 

structures. The other high-speed camera recorded total 

internal reflection images. The IR camera recorded the 

radiation counts on the ITO heater surface. Images from 

IR camera were synchronized spatially and temporally. 

The spatial resolution and frequency of measurement 

were 74 μm and 1.5 kHz, respectively.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic for the DNB test loop 

Fig. 2. Arrangement of cameras around the test section 

2.2 Observation of DNB under different flow 

The CHF values at different flowrates are given in 

Figure 3. The CHF values increased from 1500 kW/m2 

to 1700 kW/m2 as the flow rate increased from 250 

kg/m2s to 1000 kg/m2s. In the test, the inlet temperature 

was 95 °C and the pressure was 1 atm.  

Images from two high speed cameras and IR camera 

at DNB are shown in Figure 4. From left, full side-view 

(11 cm length), full total reflection view (11 cm length), 

magnified side-view (7 cm length, corresponding to the 

red rectangle of the full view), magnified total reflection 

view (7 cm length), temperature profile (7 cm length) 

are disposed.  



In all tests, slug flow was observed. Elongated 

bubbles, or vapor slugs, were formed intermittently by 

coagulation of bubbles. Passage of a vapor slug enabled 

formation and growth of a dry patch once the microlayer 

under the slug was evaporated.  

In the magnified total reflection image, the green, 

yellow, and pink contours mean 140 °C, 150 °C, and 

160 °C. The boundary temperature of dry patches was 

roughly 150 °C for all cases. 

Fig. 3. CHF at different flowrates 

Fig. 4. Images from HSC and IR Camera at DNB  

(From left, full side-view, full total reflection view, magnified 

side-view, magnified total reflection view, temperature 

profile)  

(From top, 250 kg/m2s (CHF 1507 kW/m2), 500 kg/m2s (CHF 

1624 kW/m2), 1000 kg/m2s (CHF 1836 kW/m2))  

Relatively larger elongated bubbles and dry patches 

were formed when the flowrate was low, which led to 

smaller CHF. 

3. Conclusions

To explore the mechanism of departure from nucleate 

boiling, optical visualization - side view, and total 

reflection- and IR thermometry were utilized. These 

techniques were applied to a DNB test loop, where 

upward flow was made at different flow rates. As a 

result, we observed the formation of dry patches with its 

periphery temperature of 150 °C. Larger elongated 

bubbles and dry patches were observed under lower 

flow. 
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